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In the first major commissioning of the Davey Monsoon IQ
intelligent pump system and the first significant involvement
at specification stage of a major building development,
Davey has supplied two pump systems – one for rainwater
harvesting and another for in-line cold water boosting
– for the prestigious Luma Windsor Apartments, a midrise, 91 dwelling complex on Melbourne’s city fringe.
The building site has a supply of low town mains pressure water, and as such, was
inadequate to ensure tenants have reliable water pressure. The developers also wanted
to invest in sustainable, environmentally friendly technology to assist with increasing the
real estate profile.

THE DAVEY SOLUTION
Two Davey pump packages successfully installed with
Davey Monsoon IQ remote monitoring
>> In-line booster pump set – specifically designed to suit site requirements the system
maintains correct water pressure to all consumers using the latest cloud technology.
>> Customised commercial Davey
Rainbank system – seamlessly
interchanges water sources
automatically based on tank
level and system status with a
focus on monitoring comfort and
usage and adjusting accordingly.
The controller uses a 3G modem
connection to communicate to the
cloud. Data is stored on the cloud
that can be accessed by any device
by logging into Davey’s customer
portal my.daveywater.com

“Although the function of the
product is obviously important
what we are offering with the
Davey Monsoon IQ is information
and monitoring in real time to any
location and the ability to control
and adjust settings to changing
conditions – it’s no longer just
about the pump,” says Paul Walker,
GM Australian Sales for Davey.

CONTINUED >>>

At Davey, we understand no two jobs are the
same. That’s why we have a team of sales
engineers and a specialised production department
to tailor the pumpset for your needs.

MonsoonIQ

Davey have a long-standing working relationship with GT Water Technologies,
a pumping systems manufacturer for commercial building services who
manufacture pump systems and water tanks. Davey approached them seeking
opportunities to test the Monsoon IQ in the building services market.
Nick Russ, Sales Director at GT Water Technologies says he was happy to support
this new initiative. “We want to be seen as industry leaders in product and innovation
so the opportunity to get on board with new technologies is something we are
right behind and are keen to pursue and support where we can,” he says.
Nick says there are opportunities to exploit the Davey Monsoon IQ in the building
services industry. “Being able to monitor in real time exactly what’s going on with the
system through the online platform and to be able to work out the issue remotely and
fix it there and then is great, and if you’re unable to, at least you’ll have an idea of
what the issue is just by looking at the system,” he says. “If you get a technician out
to site it can be expensive, so to do as much work as possible quickly and efficiently
off site is quite valuable and it also allows for a much faster response, especially
for very critical applications like an apartment building.”
Clint Montgomery, Project Manager for Keralton Plumbing, was also impressed with
the remote monitoring and was able to benefit from it during the installation period
when one of the Davey technicians talked him through a fault remotely and he was
able to fix it immediately. Because not all buildings have full time building managers,
being able to monitor the system remotely and constantly is advantageous.
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“Other pump systems we use rely on audible alarms and are often shut
away in pump rooms, so building managers often don’t know of a fault until
it becomes a bigger problem which could have been avoided,” he says.
Andrew Rathjen, Business Development Manager, Commercial Solutions for Davey
said the team worked tirelessly on site testing the system to ensure it met the
performance standards. “It’s all about responsiveness and having the customer
trust that we would sort out any issues as we tweaked the system,” he says. “We
are really excited about the future of the Davey Monsoon IQ. Having the ability to
upload so much information to the cloud opens up a whole range of new doors
and opportunities for Davey, our customers, our partners and our consumers.”

“The future of utilising smart cloud connected
technology is really going to redraw the boundaries in
this space and make consumers and those responsible
for designing and constructing smart green buildings
rethink the old ways,” says Andrew. “There is already
momentum in this space with the Australian Building
and Construction Board reviewing all efficiency codes
and the way buildings are classified and rated in
regard to sustainability – moving forward it will mean
a lot more focus on assets that can create holistic
system efficiency and everyone at Davey, including
myself, is really excited to see what lies ahead.”
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